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EAT YOUR  
TWEET
Soup brand flips bad publicity,  
using direct mail to turn haters  
into eaters.

In September 2019, a prime-time TV 
documentary investigated mass-market 

soups and revealed to six million viewers 
the hidden sugars, additives and artificial 
flavours they were consuming. Bad buzz 
erupted all over Twitter, and there was talk 
of boycotting packet soups. 

This was doubly bad news for Liebig: 
the soup maker had planned to launch a 
range of 100 per cent natural soups only a 
few weeks later. The challenge was to get 
people to try the new soups despite the 
damage done to the brand’s reputation.  

The idea was to flip the bad publicity 
and turn Liebig haters into Liebig eaters. 
Hundreds of those who had tweeted bad 
things about Liebig [“I’ll never buy Liebig 
again,” “Honestly, Liebig soups make me 
want to puke.”] were mailed a carton of the 
new soup along with their tweet printed in 
alphabet pasta. Liebig’s critics were asked 
to add the pasta letters to the soup, eat 
their tweets and discover for themselves 
that the new soups were completely natural 
and very tasty. Spoonful by spoonful, critics 
became fans.

The idea led to more than 20 million 
media impressions and was widely praised 
in the French media. Sales went from  
-8.6 per cent to +4.6 per cent. Boldly 
inviting people to eat their words turned a 
food crisis into an appetizing opportunity.
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